The flavivirus NS3 protein is a helicase that has pivotal functions during the viral genome 2 replication process, where it unwinds double-stranded RNA and translocates along the nucleic 3 acid polymer in a nucleoside triphosphate hydrolysis-dependent mechanism. An increased 4 interest in this enzyme as a potential target for development of antiviral therapeutics was 5 sparked by the 2015 Zika virus epidemic in the Americas. Crystallographic and computational 6 studies of the flavivirus NS3 helicase have identified the RNA-binding loop as an interesting 7 structural element, which may function as an origin for the RNA-enhanced NTPase activity 8 observed for this family of helicases. Microsecond-long unbiased molecular dynamics as well 9 as extensive replica exchange umbrella sampling simulations of the Zika NS3 helicase have 10 been performed to investigate the RNA-dependence of this loop's structural conformations. 11 Specifically, the effect of the bound single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) oligomer on the putative 12 "open" and "closed" conformations of this loop are studied. In the Apo substrate state, the 13 two structures are nearly isoergonic (∆G O→C = −0.22 kcal mol −1 ), explaining the structural 14 ambiguity observed in Apo NS3h crystal structures. The bound ssRNA is seen to stabilize the 15 "open" conformation (∆G O→C = 1.97 kcal mol −1 ) through direct protein-RNA interactions at 16 the top of the loop. Interestingly, a small ssRNA oligomer bound over 13 Å away from the loop 17 is seen to affect the free energy surface to favor the "open" structure while minimizing barriers 18 between the two states. The mechanism of the transition between "open" and "closed" states is 19 characterized as are residues of importance for the RNA-binding loop structures. From these 20 results, the loop is hypothesized to be a viable region in the protein for targeted small-molecule 21 inhibition and mutagenesis studies, where stabilization of the "closed" RNA-binding loop will 22 negatively impact RNA-binding and the RNA-enhanced NTPase activity. 23
Introduction 24
The flaviviruses (family Flaviviridae) present major health threats to the tropical and 25 subtropical regions of the world. Over half of the world's population lives in areas that are 26 susceptible to infections from this viral family, which includes dengue, Zika, and West Nile 27 viruses. 1, 2 Outbreaks of Zika virus (ZIKV) in 2013 and 2014, in French Polynesia, as well as 28 2015, in Brazil, have been correlated with severe congenital malformations (microcephaly) 29 as well as neurological complications such as Guillain-Barré syndrome. 3 The most recent 30 ZIKV epidemic in the Americas sparked major research endeavors into identification of novel 31 antiviral drugs against Zika and other flaviviruses. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Towards this goal, fundamental research 32 on the viral enzymes' structures and functions will aid the identification of antiviral targets. 33 The nonstructural protein 3 (NS3) of flaviviruses has been identified as one such target 34 due to its pivotal role during the viral replication cycle. 7-18 As one of eight nonstructural 35 proteins encoded by flaviviruses, NS3 is a multifunctional enzyme that possess an N-terminal 36 serine protease domain and a C-terminal helicase/nucleoside triphosphatase (NTPase)/RNA 37 triphosphatase domain. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] The N-terminal protease is responsible for cleaving the viral 38 polyprotein during translation. The C-terminal helicase domain (NS3h) unwinds the double-39 stranded RNA replication intermediate during the viral genome replication process. 25 In 40 order to do so, NS3h binds and translocates along a single stranded RNA (ssRNA) polymer 41 in a nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) hydrolysis-dependent mechanism. Therefore, the NS3h 42 enzyme represents a complex molecular machine that has pivotal functions in the replication 43 of the viral genome.
44
NS3h is categorized as a superfamily 2 (SF2) helicase (NS3/NPH-II subfamily) that 45 hydrolyzes NTP to unwind double stranded RNA and translocate along the nucleic acid 46 oligomer in a 3 to 5 direction. 26 A structural representation of ZIKV NS3h is shown in 47 Fig 1A. The enzyme has three subdomains; subdomains 1 and 2 are RecA-like structures with 48 large β-sheets forming the core of the subdomain while subdomain 3 is unique to the NS3 49 subfamily and less conserved structurally across the Flaviviridae viruses. The RNA-binding 50 cleft, highlighted in orange, is a large channel that separates subdomain 3 from subdomains 1 51 and 2, with the 5 terminus of the ssRNA oligomer positioned at the top of the protein in 52 Fig 1A. The NTP hydrolysis active site, highlighted in purple, is positioned between the beta 53 sheets of subdomains 1 and 2. 54 Both active sites and respective functions are strongly coupled; NS3h is known to exhibit 55 RNA-stimulated NTPase activity and NTPase-dependent helicase activity. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] 28 Coupling 56 between these two active sites has been the subject of numerous recent studies. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] The 57 RNA-binding loop, shown in Fig 1B, is highlighted in this body of research as a site of 58 allosteric structural change induced by the RNA oligomer, which we hypothesize is one of the 59 origins of the RNA-enhanced NTPase activity. 27 This loop structure represents a large region 60 of the RNA-binding cleft where the 3 terminus of the bound RNA interacts with subdomain 61 1. Positioned between β3 and β4 of the subdomain 1 β-sheet, the RNA-binding loop (also 62 termed Lβ3β4) is seen to have two major conformational states in flavivirus NS3h crystal 63 structures. The dengue NS3h crystal structures presented in Fig 1B depict these two states: 64 the "open" conformation has the loop closely interacting with α2 (termed the spring helix by 65 Gu and Rice 33 ) while, in the "closed" conformation, the loop is positioned in close proximity 66 to α3 and is blocking the lower portion of the RNA-binding cleft. During development of a dengue virus vaccine (DENVax), mutation of a NS3h residue in 68 the RNA-binding loop (E250A) has been identified as one of three mutations producing a 69 significantly attenuated phenotype. 17, 18 It is unclear from these vaccine development studies 70 why such a mutation results in the observed phenotype, specifically an increased temperature 71 sensitivity and decreased viral replication. Yet, these results suggest that slight modification 72 to the RNA-binding loop negatively affects the viral replication process.
73
The body of crystal structures available on the Protein Data Bank (PDB) of ZIKV and 74 other flavivirus NS3h has left ambiguity as to the functional importance of the conformational 75 states of the RNA-binding loop. Recently, Jain et al. highlighted the Lβ3β4 structure in 76 their Apo ZIKV NS3h crystal structure (PDB ID: 5JRZ) relative to structures seen in other 77 flavivirus NS3h. 29 In this crystal structure, the RNA-binding loop was resolved in the "open" 78 conformation, which was insightful because the "open" conformation had previously been 79 associated with RNA-bound structures. 34, 35 In non-RNA-bound conformations, Lβ3β4 had 80 always been resolved in the "closed" conformation or poorly resolved due to high flexibility of 81 the loop region.
82
Additionally, a pair of molecular dynamics studies have recently provided insight into the 83 Lβ3β4 structural states. Mottin et al. reported multiple 100 ns simulations of the ZIKV Apo 84 and ssRNA-bound structures. 31 Large structural fluctuations of Lβ3β4 were observed in the 85 Apo simulations with dampened conformational fluctuations seen in the ssRNA simulations. 86 Minimal quantification of the observed Lβ3β4 structural states were performed for these 87 simulations. In Davidson et al., we reported micro-second long simulations of dengue NS3h 88 structures where the "open" conformation maintained direct interactions with residues in 89 α2, which is seen to push the helix in towards the NTPase active site and, thereby, affect 90 the behaviors of active site water molecules. 27 These results led us to hypothesize that the 91 RNA-binding loop is an allosteric site where RNA affects the NTPase activity through the 92 loop-α2 interactions observed in the "open" conformation. 93 We report here a directed study of the Lβ3β4 conformational states in an effort to 94 understand the effect RNA has on the loop. Micro-second long MD simulations of the 95 ZIKV Apo, ssRNA, and an artificially-altered ssRNA:NS3h systems were used to sample 96 the loop conformations in different RNA-bound substrate states. In the simulation of the 97 Apo system, a transition from the "open" to "closed" conformation is observed and quantified 98 using numerous methods. Finally, replica exchange umbrella sampling (REUS) simulations 99 were used to enhance the sampling of the RNA-binding loop's conformations in the three 100 substrate states, allowing us to quantify the RNA-induced effect on the loop's structural free 101 energy landscape. This body of simulations demonstrates that an RNA oligomer perturbs the 102 Lβ3β4 free energy surface to favor the "open" conformation over the "closed" conformation, 103 even when the RNA is far removed from the loop. Additionally, a ssRNA-bound system was artificially created from the 5GJB conformation, 109 where three of the five nucleotides were removed from the 3 end of the RNA oligomer. The 110 remaining RNA in this structure is positioned at the top of the RNA-binding cleft, ∼ 13.5 111 Å away from the closest Lβ3β4 residue. This structure and respective simulations will be 112 referred to as ssRNA 1−2 .
113

Molecular Dynamics Simulations 114
All-atom, explicit solvent MD simulations were performed for the three conformations 115 discussed above (denoted Apo, ssRNA, and ssRNA 1−2 ). The simulations were performed 116 using the GPU-enabled AMBER16 and AMBER18 software, 36,37 ff14SB 38 parameters for 117 proteins, and ff99bsc0 χ OL3 39,40 parameters for RNA. For each system, the starting structures 118 were solvated in TIP3P water boxes with at least a 12 Å buffer between the protein and 119 periodic images. Crystallographic waters were maintained. Sodium and chloride ions were 120 added to neutralize charge and maintain a 0.10 M ionic concentration. The Langevin 121 dynamics thermostat and Monte Carlo barostat were used to maintain the systems at 300 122 K and 1 bar. Direct nonbonding interactions were calculated up to a 12 Å distance cutoff. 123 The SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain covalent bonds that include hydrogen. 41 The 124 particle-mesh Ewald method was used to account for long-ranged electrostatic interactions. 42 125 A 2 fs integration time step was used with energies and positions written every 5 ps. The 126 minimum amount of simulation performed for each system was one trajectory of 1.0 µs, with 127 the first 200 ns of simulation sacrificed to equilibration of the starting structures. Simulation 128 of the Apo system was performed to 1.3 µs in order to thoroughly sample the "closed" Lβ3β4 129 conformation.
130
Adaptive Sampling of Lβ3β4 Transition 131 Neither the ssRNA nor ssRNA 1−2 systems sampled the Lβ3β4 conformation transition during 132 the respective microsecond MD simulations. To obtain structures of the "closed" conformation, 133 three independent, 100 ns steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations were used to slowly 134 pull Lβ3β4 into poorly sampled structural space. 43 For these SMD trajectories, the pulling 135 collective variable was the distance between the Val250 (Lβ3β4) and Arg269 (α3) Cα atoms. 136 A pulling force constant of 20 kcal mol −1 Å −2 was used; all other simulation parameters were 137 maintained as above. The rate of pulling was approximately 0.5 Å ns −1 .
138
Frames from this set of SMD trajectories were subsequently used to initiate 40 independent, 139 unbiased trajectories, each 50 ns long. Selection of starting frames for these trajectories was 140 performed using a two dimensional projection of the unbiased and SMD trajectories onto 141 essential dynamics (discussed in the Supplementary information, SI ) eigenvectors. Regions of 142 poor sampling in this projection space were identified and frames associated with these regions 143 were used in these independent, unbiased trajectories. This body of simulation represents an 144 extra 2 µs of simulation for both the ssRNA and ssRNA 1−2 systems.
145
Replica Exchange Umbrella Sampling (REUS) Simulations
146
The REUS method was used to enhance the sampling of the Lβ3β4 conformational space for 147 the Apo, ssRNA, and ssRNA 1−2 . 44 The distance between Ala230 (α2) and Ala247 (Lβ3β4) 148 Cα atoms was used as the biased collective variable. This single atomic displacement distance 149 was chosen because it has the largest free energy barrier from the Apo unbiased simulation's 150 sampling of the "open" to "closed" conformational change. Additionally, the Ala230 Cα atom 151 has small positional variance due to being in α2; the large changes in this distance collective 152 variable occurring during the transition are strongly correlated with the Lβ3β4 transition. 153 For each of the three systems described above, 40 windows were used in the REUS 154 simulations. Equilibrium wells of these windows range from 3.625 Å to 18.250 Å with these 155 equilibrium wells separated by 0.375 Å. Harmonic, biasing force constants were 20 kcal mol −1 156 Å −2 . Window exchanges were attempted every 25 ps, with an average accepted rate of 0.37 157 attempts. The biased CV values are written every 200 fs, while frames and energies are 158 written every 2 ps. For each window, a total of 46 ns of REUS simulations was performed, 159 amounting to a total of 1.84 µs of enhanced sampling of the Lβ3β4 structures for each of the 160 systems.
161
Due to the protocol used to obtain structures of the "closed" conformation in the ssRNA 162 and ssRNA 1−2 systems, the first 10 ns of the REUS simulations were not included in free 163 energy analyses. We use the eigenvector method for umbrella sampling (EMUS) analysis 164 package to calculate the stitched free energy surfaces for these REUS simulations. 45 165 Data Analysis
166
Analyses of MD trajectories were performed using Python 3.7.4 and the MDAnalysis module 167 (version 0.19.2). 46 Matplotlib was used for plotting data. 47 VMD was used for visualization 168 of trajectories and production of structural figures. [48] [49] [50] All analysis scripts are available on 169 Github (https://github.com/mccullaghlab/ZIKV-Lb3b4). Additional analysis details are 170 provided in the SI document.
171
Results and Discussion
172
The structure-function relationship of the RNA-binding loop is poorly understood, especially 173 when considering the RNA-dependence of the loop's structure. 56 monomeric flavivirus 174 NS3h structures have been reported on the Protein Data Bank (PDB), of which a large 175 proportion have poorly resolved electron densities for Lβ3β4 atoms. Additionally, a multiple 176 sequence alignment of the flavivirus NS3h sequences indicates that the loop is one of the 177 least conserved regions of the protein, which generally suggests low functional importance 178 of sequence positions. See the SI document for further discussion of the structural and 179 bioinformatic analyses of flavivirus NS3h. Yet, as presented in Fig 1B, large structural 180 changes are seen in the loop when comparing RNA-bound and Apo structures, a common 181 trend across all flaviviruses. This ambiguity around the RNA-binding loop's functional 182 importance has motivated our molecular dynamics study of the loop and, more specifically, 183 its RNA-dependent conformational states.
184
Results of this study are presented in two sections. The first section highlights the Lβ3β4 185 structural states observed during the unbiased, microsecond-long MD simulations of Apo, 186 ssRNA, and ssRNA 1−2 systems. Focus is given to the thorough quantification of a transition 187 between the "open" and "closed" loop conformational states, observed during the Apo NS3h 188 simulation, as well as specific residues hypothesized to be functionally important during this 189 transition. The second section reports free energy surfaces of the structural transition, as 190 obtained from REUS enhanced sampling simulations, to highlight the effect that the bound 191 RNA oligomer has on Lβ3β4's structure.
192
Lβ3β4 conformations in MD simulations. about the "open" crystal structure conformation (small RMSD values, red to light green 211 colors). The transition to the "closed" structure begins to occur at 900 ns (light green to 212 turquoise), seen respectively by a large jump in the loop backbone atom RMSD. The loop 213 begins to sample the "closed" conformation by 1 µs (turquoise to blue), although it is unclear 214 if the transition has completed due to the poor resolution of the "closed" conformation in 215 ZIKV crystal structures.
216
Residues of interest for Lβ3β4 conformations.
217
Certain residues in the local region of Lβ3β4 are hypothesized to have important functions in 218 relation to the loop's structural states as well as protein-RNA interactions. Such residues are 219 highlighted in Fig 3 and will be discussed in further detail here to present their hypothesized 220 or observed importance.
221
The three arginine residues highlighted in Fig 3A are ideally positioned within the RNA-222 binding cleft to function as arginine forks, residues that can strongly coordinate two adjacent 223 phosphate groups of nucleic substrates. 51, 52 Arg226 sits at the top of α2, directly interacts 224 with co-crystallized RNA in the 5GJB structure, and is a highly conserved residue of Motif Ia 225 (0.13% sequence variance in flavivirus NS3h sequences). 26 Numerous crystal structures have 226 resolved the guanidinium functional group of Arg226 in coordination with the RNA phosphate 227 backbone of 3 terminal nucleotides. Additional arginine residues that are highlighted in panel 228 A, Arg242 (0.67% sequence variance) and Arg269 (1.88% sequence variance), are positioned 229 in β3 and α3, respectively. These residues have not been observed in crystal structures to 230 coordinate RNA due to the limited resolution of the co-crystallized RNA. Yet, their sequence 231 conservation and ideal positioning within the RNA-binding cleft support our hypothesis that 232 these arginine residues play important roles in binding RNA.
233
Residues Thr245 and Thr246, shown in Fig 3B, and are positioned at the structural change 234 between β3 and Lβ3β4. Although less conserved than the residues discussed above, both 235 Thr245 (7.80%) and Thr246 (58.0% sequence variance) are seen to have large structural 236 changes that occur during the "open" to "closed" transition observed in the Apo simulation. 237 Specifically, the loop's "open" to "closed" conformational change is well described by the 238 simultaneous switching of the backbone dihedrals of these two residues, presented in the 239 Ramachandran plots shown in Fig 3C and coordinates will appropriately quantify the two structural states because the transition 270 between "open" and "closed" conformations represents the largest covariance motions in the 271 coordinate space. Choice of coarse-grained sites for the ED analysis were guided by the 272 multiple sequence analysis results (see SI); residues near the loop region with high sequence 273 conservation were prescribed two sites, describing the backbone and side chain fluctuations 274 independently. Backbone atoms were used to describe the residue-level fluctuations for 275 sequence positions with low conservation or small side chains (e.g. Gly, Ala, and Val). The 276 protocol for determining these atomic coarse-grained sites, detailed in the SI, resulted in 44 277 atoms that were used to describe the Lβ3β4 transition.
278
The Lβ3β4 transition dominates the first eigenvector of the ED analysis, as demonstrated 279 in the scree plot shown in Fig 4A. This eigenvector accounts for 75% of the total variance of 280 the atom selection. The remaining eigenvectors have sufficiently small magnitude eigenvalues 281 and, so, are disregarded for the remainder of this study. The cartesian coordinate data 282 projected onto eigenvector 1 is presented in Fig 4B, where the transition is clearly observed. 283 The "open" conformation is represented by positive projected data values. Additionally, the 284 transition seen at ∼900 ns in Fig 2 is also observed in the projected data. The "closed" 285 conformation is described by large magnitude negative values, with smaller magnitude values 286 representing intermediate loop conformations during the transition.
287
Additionally, the first eigenvector highlights the structural motions that occur during 288 the "open" to "closed" transition. Fig 4C shows the porcupine plot of this eigenvector. The 289 residues with large magnitude vectors in this figure have the largest covariance during the 290 "open" to "closed" conformational change described by PC1. Specifically, Cα atoms of the 291 loop have the largest magnitude cartesian vectors, indicating strong representation of these 292 residues' fluctuations in the most dominant eigenvector of the ED analysis. As expected, the 293 direction of these vectors are associated with the "open" to "closed" transition observed in 294 the MD simulation. Interestingly, Arg242 has a large magnitude vector as well pointing in 295 the opposite direction of the loop residues' large magnitude vectors. Free energy landscapes of the RNA-binding loop conformations. 297 We have performed extensive replica exchange umbrella sampling (REUS) simulations to 298 enhance the sampling of the conformational space of Lβ3β4 in the Apo, ssRNA, and ssRNA 1−2 299 systems. Unfortunately, PC1 cannot be used as the biased collective variable in these REUS 300 simulations due to the non-trivial task of applying a bias on the linear combination of atoms' 301 coordinates. Instead, the distance between Ala230 (α2) and Ala247 (Lβ3β4) Cα atoms 302 was used as proxy for the PC1 reaction coordinate. As previously discussed, this distance 303 represents a large collective variable space and describes the breakup of the hydrophobic 304 interactions between α2 and Lβ3β4 (see Fig 3) . Finally, the dividing surface between the 305 "open" and "closed" conformational states was chosen as the respective collective variable 306 value associated with the highest free energy barrier between the two equilibrium wells. With 307 this dividing surface defined for each system in the Ala230-Ala247 Cα distance collective 308 variable space, the relative free energy of the two Lβ3β4 conformations was approximated by 309 integrating the free energy surface on either side of the divide.
Relative free energy differences of Apo, ssRNA, and ssRNA 1−2 systems.
311
The free energy surfaces for the biased CV are shown in Fig 5A, where small (∼4 to 7 312 Å) and large (∼14 to 18 Å) values correspond to the "open" and "closed" conformations, 313 respectively. In this projection, the Apo substrate state has nearly isoergonic "open" and 314 "closed" conformations (∆G O→C = −0.22 ± 0.04 kcal mol −1 ), while the two RNA-bound 315 states favor the "open" conformation (∆G O→C = 0.95 ± 0.02 for ssRNA 1−2 and 1.97 ± 0.03 316 kcal mol −1 for ssRNA). The small magnitude ∆G O→C for the Apo system corroborates the 317 ensemble of observed RNA-binding loop conformations in crystal structures, where both the 318 "open" and poorly resolved "closed" conformations have been reported numerous times.
319
Both the ∆G O→C and barrier heights shown in Fig 5A highlight the destabilization of 320 the "closed" conformation of Lβ3β4 in the presence of RNA. For the ssRNA system, five 321 nucleotides were crystallized in the 5GJB crystal structure. The 3 end of this RNA oligomer 322 is positioned just at the top of Lβ3β4, as seen in Supplementary Fig 2B. The large ∆G O→C 323 and barrier height for the ssRNA system indicate that the close proximity of the 3 nucleotides 324 locks the RNA-binding loop into the "open" conformation.
325 Surprisingly, RNA perturbs the loop's conformational free energy even when the RNA 326 oligomer is > 13 Å away from the loop, as is the case for the ssRNA 1−2 system where three 3 327 nucleotides were artificially removed. The remaining, shortened RNA oligomer is positioned 328 between subdomains 2 and 3, between the helical gate α-helices. Yet, at this distance, the 329 RNA decreases the free energy barrier between the "open" and "closed" loop conformations 330 relative to both the Apo and ssRNA free energy surfaces. Additionally, this small RNA 331 oligomer shifts the ∆G O→C from favoring the "closed" conformation (as the Apo system does) 332 to favoring the "open" loop. 333 These results demonstrate that the RNA affects the Lβ3β4 free energy surface. In fact, 334 the presence of even minimal RNA at the top of the RNA-binding cleft is seen to perturb 335 the loop's free energy surface in such a way as to enable the "closed" to "open" transition 336 to occur more readily than in either of the other two substrate states. This may provide 337 insight into the mechanisms of molecular recognition between NS3h and RNA. Specifically, 338 incremental representations of an RNA oligomer bound within NS3h's RNA-binding cleft 339 are seen to modulate the free energy surface of Lβ3β4. Due to its approximately isoergonic 340 ∆G O→C value, the Apo substrate state of NS3h is hypothesized to sample both the "closed" 341 and "open" conformations of the RNA-binding loop; this is strongly supported by the crystal 342 structures of the flavivirus NS3h. The free energy differences of the Apo and ssRNA 1−2 343 systems demonstrate that an RNA oligomer positioned between subdomains 2 and 3 (> 13 Å 344 away from Lβ3β4) induces a population shift away from the "closed" conformation of the 345 loop. This shift is aided by the diminished free energy barrier seen in the ssRNA 1−2 system's 346 free energy surface, relative to Apo's. Further presence of RNA enhances this energetic shift 347 in the free energy surface, as seen in the ∆G O→C for the ssRNA system.
348
Apo NS3h can sample both the "open" or the "closed" conformations, yet initial binding of 349 RNA drives the free energy surface to favor "open" structures. This results in a population 350 shift away from "closed" structures that is sustained by further binding of the RNA oligomer. 351 Since we do not model the true binding event of RNA into NS3h, we cannot definitively 352 state what mechanism best describes the molecular recognition of RNA by Lβ3β4. Yet, the 353 free energy surfaces reported above suggest that the "conformational selection" model of 354 As stated previously, the biased distance between Ala230 and Ala247 Cα atoms was used as 358 a proxy to describe the PC1 eigenvector from the Apo system's ED analysis. Therefore, the 359 REUS simulations were projected onto PC1 to investigate the free energy surface of the loop 360 conformational transition described by this eigenvector. The reweighted free energy surfaces 361 associated with the projection onto PC1 are shown in Fig 5B. For these projected free energy 362 surfaces, less emphasis is placed on the ∆G O→C values due to the larger collective variable 363 space having lower quality sampling for all three systems. In conjunction with the sampling 364 issues in this reweighted space, 1000 iterations of bootstrapping was used to estimate the 365 error in the surfaces; this error is an approximate lower-bound for the true error in these 366 results. Instead, focus is given to the features within these free energy surfaces and their 367 mechanistic interpretations.
368
Apo's Lβ3β4 transition mechanism. The Apo system's free energy surface in the 369 projected PC1 space (green in Fig 5B) has two major free energy barriers, with the direction 370 of the transition (i.e. "open" to "closed" or the reverse) greatly changing the energetics. From 371 left to right, the first barrier is seen at PC1 ≈ -17 and separates the "closed" conformation 372 from an intermediate "closed" conformation, where the barrier heights of 2.1 or 0.3 kcal mol −1 373 are seen for the "closed" to intermediate and reverse transitions, respectively. Structural 374 representations of these two states are shown in Fig 6A and B, where the loop conformation 375 remains closed, as supported by the dihedral values of Thr245 and Thr246 residues. The 376 largest structural change that separates these two conformations is the Arg242 positioning. In 377 the "closed" conformation, the side chain of this residue sits in a solvent exposed location while, 378 in the intermediate state, the guanidinium group has repositioned into a protein-internal 379 location on the opposite side of the Lβ3β4 backbone. This Arg242 repositioning is highlighted 380 in the PC1 porcupine plot (Fig 4C) where the residue's large magnitude vector is aimed in 381 the opposite direction of the loop's set of vectors. The Arg242 repositioning represents a 382 large destabilization of the "closed" conformation with a very small barrier in the reverse 383 direction, suggesting that the intermediate "closed" structure is rare and short lived. ssRNA systems sample the PC1 transition poorly. Both the ssRNA and ssRNA 1−2 396 systems' PC1-projected free energy surfaces have major differences from the Apo system's 397 surface in Fig 5B. Important to note are regions on these surfaces with discontinuities or large 398 changes in slope, especially in the transition barriers. The presence of such data indicates 399 non-ergodic sampling at these positions in the PC1 space and suggests that the transition 400 described by PC1 is not viable in the respective substrate state. Even with these caveats, the 401 PC1-projected free energy surfaces of the ssRNA and ssRNA 1−2 systems are qualitatively 402 similar to the results in the biased CV free energy surfaces. Both systems favor the "open" 403 conformation of Lβ3β4 (positive values). The ssRNA 1−2 oligomer reduces the barrier heights 404 seen in the PC1-projected space relative to those seen in the Apo or ssRNA free energy 405 surfaces.
406
The ssRNA system's surface has one large barrier between the two conformational energy 407 wells, approximated as 2.6 and 3.4 kcal mol −1 for the "closed" to "open" transition and the 408 reverse, respectively. The transition barrier for this system is the most prominent example of 409 nonergodic sampling and, so, the barrier height is likely under approximated. Furthermore, 410 no intermediate structures between the two wells are seen to be energetically stable and the 411 sampling of negative-valued PC1 space is drastically narrowed. These results suggest that the 412 PC1 eigenvector describes a transition mechanism between "open" and "closed" conformations 413 that is not viable in the ssRNA system. Furthermore, this demonstrates that the energetics 414 of the PC1 transition are strongly affected by the ssRNA oligomer as also observed in the 415 biased CV energetics. 416 Similarly, the qualitative story observed in the biased CV free energy surface of the 417 ssRNA 1−2 system is maintained in the PC1-projection surface. The small RNA oligomer 418 stabilizes the "open" conformational state while also minimizing the barrier heights between 419 "closed" and intermediate Lβ3β4 structures. The narrowing of PC1 sampling seen for the 420 ssRNA system is not as drastic in the ssRNA 1−2 system, yet the "closed" conformational well 421 is still displaced to more positive PC1 values. For this system, the structural origins of the 422 RNA oligomer's effect on the Lβ3β4 free energy surface are difficult to identify from the 423 body of simulations reported here. Further study of the numerous RNA-bound structural 424 states of the flavivirus NS3h will need to be performed to fully deconvolute these results. The free energy surfaces of the Lβ3β4 structural states were quantified using REUS 438 simulations. Reweighting these free energy results into the PC1 collective variable space also 439 allowed for us to study the energetics of the "open" to "closed" transition originally observed 440 in the unbiased Apo simulation. In either the biased collective variable or PC1 spaces, the 441 quantitative free energy results highlight the RNA-dependence of the Lβ3β4 structures. For 442 Apo, a relatively large barrier separates the two structural states that are nearly isoergonic in 443 the Ala230-Ala247 Cα distance space. In the projected space, the transition from "open" to 444 "closed" is much more energetically favorable than the reverse process. In this transition, two 445 energetic steps are observed to occur: the backbone of the RNA-binding loop moves into the 446 "open" conformation, as described by the Thr245 and Thr246 dihedrals, followed by the side 447 chain of Arg242 fluctuating to the opposite side of the loop to a position in the RNA-binding 448 cleft.
449
For the ssRNA and ssRNA 1−2 systems, the "open" loop conformation is energetically 450 favored in both free energy surfaces. Direct interactions between RNA and loop residues 451 lead to an even larger barrier seen for the ssRNA system's biased collective variable free 452 energy surface. Additionally, the transition described by PC1 is not viable in the ssRNA 453 system as indicated by the nonergodic regions in the respective surface. Interestingly, the 454 ssRNA 1−2 system has lower free energy barriers in both the biased collective variable and PC1 455 free energy surfaces. These results suggest that even a small RNA oligomer, bound in the 456 RNA-binding cleft between subdomains 2 and 3, increases the rate at which Lβ3β4 transitions 457 between the "closed" conformation (favored by Apo) and the "open" conformation. These 458 results also suggest a possible conformational selection mechanism for the RNA-dependent 459 Lβ3β4 structural states, where RNA positioned between subdomains 2 and 3 causes an 460 energetic shift in the loop's structures to favor the RNA-bound, "open" conformation.
461
In light of our previous study of the dengue NS3h NTPase cycle, the Lβ3β4's RNA-462 dependent free energy surface provides interesting insight into the hypothesis that RNA-463 induced enhancement of the NTP hydrolysis reaction originates, to some degree, from the 464 "open" Lβ3β4 conformation. We previously reported that the number of water molecules 465 within the hydrolysis active site is decreased as are these waters' translational and rotational 466 motions when RNA is present. 27 Additionally, the positioning of water molecules within 467 the active site was also observed to be affected by RNA. These effects are proposed to 468 originate from RNA-induced structural changes in the hydrolysis active site, an example of 469 which is a structural shift in α2 brought on by the Lβ3β4 interactions while in the "open" 470 conformation. Therefore, our free energy results suggest that initial binding states of the 471 NS3h:RNA complex (modeled by ssRNA 1−2 ) enhance the Lβ3β4 transition from "closed" to 472 "open", leading to structural shifts in α2 that prime the NTPase active site for the hydrolysis 473 reaction. Continued binding of RNA (modeled by ssRNA) locks in the α2-Lβ3β4 interactions 474 even further.
475
The structural origins of the ssRNA 1−2 oligomer's effect on Lβ3β4 have not been identified, 476 yet our results highlight the RNA-binding loop as a potential target for small-molecule 477 inhibition or mutagenesis studies. We hypothesize that destabilization or prevention of the 478 "open" Lβ3β4 structure, while in the Apo or ssRNA 1−2 substrate states, would diminish 479 the RNA-induced enhancement of the NTPase activity as well as lead to weakened protein-480 RNA interactions. The highly conserved Arg226, Arg242, and Arg269 are all hypothesized 481 to function as arginine fork residues that strongly coordinate the phosphate groups of 3 482 RNA nucleotides. Arg242 is also observed to play an important role in the "open" to "closed" 483 transition described by PC1; stabilization of the solvent exposed conformation of Arg242 (seen 484 in Fig 6) is proposed as a potential method of inhibiting the transition. Therefore, mutations or 485 small molecules that perturb the wild-type behavior of Lβ3β4 would be detectable via NTPase, 486 RNA binding, and helicase activity assays. Additionally, further computational studies of 487 the NS3h:RNA structural states could provide insights into the short-range, residue-residue 488 interactions through which the observed allosteric effect is propagated. 
